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Measurement Of Fast Neutron Energies 

Vfrth a Scintillation Spectrometer 

1. Introduction 

Since a neutron is non-ionizing, a measurement of it 

energy must "be done indirectly. The usual method is to 

let the neutron strike a nucleus and then measure the 

energy of the ionizing recoil nucleus. 

This energy is £ ~ (T^M2- C“n C.OSi~0' 

where 0= recoil energy 

/\= mass number of the nucleus 

<£ =• neutron energy 

Q-- angle between thedirections of the incident 
neutron and the recoil neutron 

In the ease of forward recoils in hydrogen£=£n, a parti¬ 

cularly convenient situation, since the energy of the 

recoil proton is equal to the energy of the incident 

neutron. 

Cloud chambers can be used to observe the recoil 

tracks in gases such as methane, hydrogen, or helium. 

A detector utilizing a thin hydrogenous foil inside 

a proportional counter has been described by B.B. Rossi 

and H.H. Staub,^ Mozley and Shoemaker have used a fast 

neutron spectrometer consisting of two scintillation de- 
O 

tectors combined with a proportional counter. 
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Tho basic spectrometer used in the work described 

in this paper consists of a thin hydrogenous foil placed 

os one side within a proportional counter* A scintilla¬ 

tion detector placed on the oilier side measures the energy 

of the forward proton recoils* 

Certain facto: ?s mxst be taken into account in con¬ 

templating the design of a neutron recoil spectrometer* 

1* Hie choice of recoil nucleus* Hydrogen is us¬ 

ually preferable since the maElsms recoil energy is equal 

to neutron energy* Also since hydrogen lias no virtual 

or bound excited states (at least for moderate energies)5 
r* 

n-p scattering is purely elastic* *» 

2# Recoil cross sections are quite small { 2 barns 
for 4 llev neutrons on protons) and decrease for higher 

energies* being proportional to l/y. 

3* !Toutroas are usually eecoapanied by a high gamma 

ray flux in practice* 

he, Hie material of the detector trill capture 

nuetroas and emit gamma rays* protons* etc* 

% Hie density of ionisation for a fast proton is 

comparable to that of a slot/ electron* For example* 

cm! for 10 Hey protons 

d £/c[ X 
= 24 *\^arA. for 10 Key electron 

in airg while 

s in air* 
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III* The Spectrometer 

It was decided that a combination of a proportional 

counter and scintillation counter would offer advantages 

that could not be obtained ii using either type singly. 

By measuring only coincident pulses from both counters, 

the gamma background effects could be appreciably reduced 

and the direction of the measured recoil could be accur¬ 

ately fixed. Figure 1 illustrates the actual design 

used. The inner proportional counter of brass is surround' 

ed by a rotatable carriage that supports two polyethelyne 

foils, an alpha "source and a beta source* There is a 

3 cm opening on each side of the inner counter so that 

when a foil is put into position at the right, the scin¬ 

tillation crystal mounted at the left mil see it* 

The crystal and lucite light pipe are supported on 

the eccentrically bored aluminum can that forms the outer 

case of the proportional counter* This off-center bore 

provides a thin wall forward of th^radiator. A 5819 

photomultiplier tube is sealed against the lucite light 

pipe from the outside with Canada Balsam. 

Though the alpha and beta sources are normally 

shielded to the inner chamber and crystal by the 1 mm 

brass wall, if moved into position above the front dia- 

phram, they are opened to the chamber through a small 

hole. 



FIG. I 
SIMPLIFIED SKETCH OF SPECTROMETER 
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Details 

1« Carriage 

A soft iron bar mounted on the top of the 

carriage allows it to be rotated with a magnet held 

outside the counter* Hie ball and socket arrange¬ 

ment accurately fixes each of the five selected po¬ 

sitions* Foils are supported on flat brass plates* 

A silver ring with a one inch diameter opening 

serves as a diaphram* 

2# Radiators 

Two one inch diameter polyethelyne foils 

are used to generate the proton recoils* The first 

is 2*5 nils thick and the second is 10.0 mils thick* 

These thicknesses were selected so that the forward 

recoil protons produced by 3 to 20 Mev neutrons 

would lose less than 20$ of their energy in travers¬ 

ing the appropriate radiator* 

An estimate of the energy loss was made as 

follows; 

Since polyethelyne is a polymer of CHgj 

we can calculate the molecular stopping power 

using the values of relative atomic stopping 

powers for C and H given by Livingston and 

Be the1*. 
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We find for various proton energies 

Proton Energy (Mev) 3.26 k*70 8.36 13.O6 

Hel# Mol Stopping 
Power A. 1.31 1.30 1.27 1.25 

Let us use ^4=1.28 as an average over this range 

then Relative Stopping Power S = ^ £ -4. 

where p=. density of substance (Polyethelyne) 

=.9gras/ccm. 

A or "Atomic Weight” of air-l^.^ 

density of air =1.2 x 10“3 gm/ccm. 

I\ = molecular weight of substance - Ik- 

with these values we find ^ = 9 83 
that is 1 cm of polyethelyne is equivalent to 

983 cm of air in stopping protons of 3 to 15 

Mev energies. 

Wow 

*0025u polyethelyne —•00635 cm polyethelyne 

— 6.25 cm air 

.0010” polyethelyne —.025*+ cm polyethelyne 

— 25.0 cm air 

We find from the range energy curves for protons5 

that 6.25 cm air will degrade a 3.8 Mev proton 

to 3*0 Mev or 21$. 

and 25.0 cm of air will degrade a 7*5 Mev proton 

to 5*9 Mev or 21^. 
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The thin feil is suitable for the range between 

about 3*5 to 7*5 Mev, and thethick foil is suit¬ 

able above about 7*5 Mev. Since the neutron- 

proton recoil cross section decreases with in¬ 

crease in energy? it is obvious that a thicker 

foil is advantageous at the higher energies. 

3» Alpha source 

Polonium (RaF) was deposited on a silver 

plate, which was mounted in the small collimated 

source box and covered with a very thin Ifu-skin 

foil. Polonium emits a 5*3 MevCXparticle with a 

140 day half life, and proves a convenient source 

to align and calibrate the instrument* 

4. Beta source 

Cesium 137 emits a ,660 Mev conversion 

monoenergetic beta ray in addition to its .660 Mev 

gamma radiation. Mounted in a source box similar to 

the one for the Polonium, it proves a convenient 

means to determine the discrimination level of the 

proportional counter for electrons of known specific 

ionization* 

5* Blank position 

One position on the carriage is identical 

to the others except it has no source or polyethelyne 

foil* This is used to determine the background count 

correction. 
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6* Chamber gas 

Argon and CO^ (8%) at 1/10 atmosphere was 

used as the chamber gas* A proton that is counted 

travels less than 10 cm through the gas from the 

radiator to the crystal scintillator. The relative 

stopping power for Argon is *96 so that 10 cm at 1/10 

atmosphere is equivalent to .96 cm of air, which will 

absorb 4$ of the energy of a 3 Mev proton. Differ¬ 

ent proton paths vary in length by about 3$ so that 

the difference in the energy absorbed along the 

various paths will be of negligible amount. How¬ 

ever, the 5*3 Mev alpha particle in traveling 9.6 

cm to the crystal will lose *8 Mev to the gas and 

arrive with only 4-, 5 Mev energy. 

7. Scintillation crystal 

Potassium iodide ( thalium activated) is 

the scintillator. The choice of this scintillator 

rested on several factors 

1. Excellent heavy particle over light 
particle discrimination* 

2* Large pulse height 

3* Rise time of pulses comparable to that 
of the proportional counter. 

4-. Ease of cutting and polishing 

5. Relatively low water affinity 
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Normally the radioactive present in this crystal 

would prohibit its use when counting singles ( 

emits a 1.4 Mev positron which, if it anihilates 

in the crystal may produce a pulse as large as 2,4 

Mev); however, the coinicidenee count is not appre¬ 

ciably affected. The rise time of this crystal ap¬ 

pears to be about .3 seconds so that it is closely 

matched to that of the proportional counter which 

was about ,4 seconds. The crystal is 1.5 x 1.5 cm 

x,l5 cm thick. The crystal thickness should be 

sufficient to stop a 14 Mev proton. It is an ad¬ 

vantage to keep the crystal as thin as possible to 

reduce background effects. It was mounted with 

Galva resin on the lucite light pipe, 

1?. Geometry 

The energy of a proton recoil isE-^c.os'G-„ it is 

therefore dependent on the angle between incident neutron 

and recoil proton# Assuming the neutrons to originate at 

a point 5 cm away from the one inch polyethelyne radiator, 

and the 1,5 x 1,5 cm crystal is 10 cm behind the radiator, 

the maximum angle between incident neutrons and the measured 

recoil proton is (Fg. 2) cos (49 O') 
531011 £= £„ WOf - .81 £., 



FIG. 2 

FOIL 

FIG. 3 
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or there is less than 20% variation in proton energy* 

It is apparent that the neutron source should not he 

placed closer than 5 cm* from the foil if resolution of 

the order of 20% is to be maintained. 

V. Expected Counting Rate 
(—-.zN 

A foil of radius = r presents a solid angle of 5= 

at a distance =R from the source when R> r. Here 

S~ * At 5. Mev* the total n-p cross 

section is C =• 1<>6 barnes. For the thin foil, the thick¬ 

ness t-= 2* 5 mils =-,00635 cm,. Then the total pobability 

of interaction is, P = 
foil thickness —6.35 x 10“3cm. 

P-density of polyethelyne =*9 gm./cm.^ 

Avagadro*s number = 6.02 x 10^3 mol./gm. mol. wt, 

2number of hydrogen atoms/gm, mol. wt.- 12.04x10^3 

molecular weight=14 

6-total n-p cross section =-1*6 x io~^cma2 

then P = 7.9K>x \o -4 

Assuming that the neutrons leave the source with 

spherical symetry, a certain number of these, namely 

SxP will produce proton recoils in the foil. Here, 

Sxp =.I2A *ICT4 
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These recoils are uniformly distributed in energy 

between 0 and 100 per cent of the neutron energy. The 

geometry indicates that all protons leaving the center 

of the foil having energies between *99 and 1.00 neutron 

energy will strike the crystal, i.e. the crystal detects 

Ifo of all recoil protons originating at the center. 

About five per cent of the protons originating at the 

edges of the radiator having energies between *81 and *91 

of the maximum can intercept the crystal, i.e. the 

crystal detects about ,5% of all recoil protons originating 

near the edges. As an average, let us say Q=z%‘75% of the 

protons generated will actually hit the crystal. Hence 

the counter will detect Eff= (S)(P)(C) = *93 x 10~7 0f 

the neutrons leaving the source* 

If 10? neutrons/sec. originate at the source, the 

expected counting rate is less than one count per sec.« 

One sees that the efficiency of such a recoil counter is 

very small so that it is imperative that background effects 

be greatly reduced. The use of two counters in a coin¬ 

cidence arrangement makes this possible. 

VI. Electronics 

In this initial work an attempt was made to keep the 

electronics as simple as possible* 
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A block diagram is shorn in Fig. 3» The circuitry 

is quite conventional, both pre-amps being single-stage 

cathode followers , feeding Atomic Instrument A-l ampli¬ 

fiers* The Discriminator Outputs of the A-l ".amplifiers 

are fed directly into the 6BN6 gated-beam tube coincidence 

ciruit*^,? The resolving time of this coincidence cir¬ 

cuit is essentially the width of the signal pulse* The 

coincidence pulse is fed through a cathode follower to 

the scaler. Cathode followers are provided on the out¬ 

put of each A-l to provide for monitoring single counts* 

TO. Alignment 

With the o< source in positions coincidences are seen 

by the scaler with nominal gains on the A-l amplifiers. 

These coincidences are maximised by the adjustment of 

the delay cable in the amplifier number 1 output, neces¬ 

sary since the rise time of the proportional counter is 

about *1 u sec* longer than that for the scintillation 

counter* With the discriminator of amplifier 2 set to 

trigger on <Xpulses only, an integral curve is plotted 

by swinging the discriminator of amplifier 1. A dif¬ 

ferential plot is made by talcing the difference in the 

integral numbers along successive voltage intervals* 

A typical differential pulse height distribution 
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curve made in this manner is shown in Fig# k. The best 

resolution of the energy of Polonium*particles proved 

about 1%, 

To measure beta particle coincidences, the gains of 

both amplifiers are increased with the beta source in 

position# Hie discriminator of amplifier 2 is then set 

to just reject the betas# This bias point corresponds 

to c^- ^ for the #660 Mev betas* 

Hie bias of amplifier 2 is then adjusted to accept 

proportional counter pulses corresponding to the specific 

ionization of the proton groups to be measured# ^ 

E ^ 25 tAevr. Hie gain of amplifier number 1 is now 

reduced and the system is set to detect fast proton re¬ 

coils# Neutron energies are determined by taking an 

integral plot of the discriminator number 1 setting. 

A differential distribution is then inferred. 

Deuterons were accelerated to 1*2 Mev energy in 

the Vsn De Graaff accelerator and struck a Boron Carbide 

infinite target# 

VIII. Experimental Arrangement 



FIG. 4 
DIFFERENTIAL PULSE HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION 

FOR POLONIUM a-PARTICLES 
NO. 64 COIN. CTS. 
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4C"■-*1 y <3*- 
(3) s8" ■+ .H*-  * "3 ^e+ -+0^ '■*• C*3 

She disintegration energies for these reactions are? 

Ok ^ 9*1 Met* ^ 13*3 Mev 

%-M* Mev Q2f - 6.2 Met 

Beaction (3) provides a continuous distribution of 

neutron energies below 3 Mev* The counter was placed 

forward of the target in line with the deuteron beam, 

hence the emitted neutrons have ejected Clergies of 

-10.05 Mev %* = 14*1 Mev 

, = 5*25 Mev Eg* =z 7*07 Mev 

The thin radiator was used for neutron energies 

below 6 Met. and thei.thick -radiator' was used for energ|$§wv.,, 

above this value# AH readings were normalised to the 

integral deuteron beam current to the target* 

Background was generally less than lOf of the total 

counting rate* Fig* 5 shows the differential pulse height 
• ■ ,fi- . . * 

distribution obtained by taking the differences in integral 

counts along voltage increments# Table Ho* I indicates 

the recorded data* The data from 0 to 3? volts was taken 

with the thin foil and twice gain on issplifier mmber 1* 

From 35 to 8b volts the thick foil was used* Bombers 

normalised to 100 integral current counts and statistics 



FIG. 5 

DIFFERENTIAL PULSE HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION 
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are indicated. The 4*5 Mev peal': is also plotted and 

indicates a 15% resolution at 20 volts* There appears a 

continuous distribution of energies below 25 volts and 4 

neutron groups with the maximum energies corresponding to 

about 32j 40? 55? and 67.5 volts discriminator setting. 

A calibration of the linear amplifier and discriminator 

showed moderate linearity and early saturation - the actual 

discriminator setting? Fs corresponding to a signal voltage? 

IT1 ? which is assumed proportional to proton energy £ . 

Taking V 30 to correspond to 5*1 Mev we haves 

Discrim. Signal Proton Energy EXD . Eaerj 
V - volts F*-volts £_ -Mev £: -Mev 

30 .200 5*10 
32 .213 5.43 5*25 
HO *266 6.8 7.07 
55 .380 9*7 10.05 
67.5 .550 14.0 14.1 
80. *81 20*6 

The measured energies are indicated in Pig. 5 and correspond 

fairly well to the expected values^*. Lack of better agree¬ 

ment may be due to limited crystal linearity. 

Three separate background effects were determined: 

1. integral coincidence plot with neutron flux 

incident on the spectrometer but no radiator 

in position (Fig.6}* This is the general back¬ 

ground to be subtracted from the integral coin¬ 

cidences with foil in position. 



FIG. 6 
INTEGRAL BACKGROUND 

NO. 64 COIN. CTS. 
PER 100 CURRENT 
INTEGRATOR CTS. 
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2# Accidental coincide- ces given by 

kct.. - 2-T K], Nt 
\shereT=.time resolution of coincidence circuit 

and it 10**^ see* 

and I!0 arc the measured singles counting 

Ms effect is plotted to Fig* 6 to the 

same normalisation and is seen to represent a 

rates* ri'" 

.small part of the general background* 

3# Inherent coincidence background of counter- 

no incident neutron flux* This background is due 

to the radioactiveCs^37? BaDt Bals Polonium* 

and other contaminants present in the counter 

itself* The coincidence rate was normalised to 

the average time for 100 integral counts and is 

shown in Fig* 6* This again is a small effect* 

IX* Conclusions 

Due to the low efficiency of the spectrometer5 it 

was difficult to obtain good statistics in a reasonable 

length of time using the present method* The statistical 

orro ■ involved in taking the difference of two numbers 

^ pc* JDC±1E— A* tpr‘ ^ Ma.“ M, 

If this difforoi'ce 

device such as n dif 

is measured directly by a 

'fero tial pulse analyses^ 

tical error is simply Im rr 04 
M 

suitable 

the static- 
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A pulse height analyser was not used In this experi¬ 

ment because the time delay and long output pulse width 

inherent in those available prevents their application to 

the coincidence circuit arrangement'. Howevers a great 

improvement in technique could be accomplished by employ¬ 

ing a circuit that would gate a channel analyser connected 

to the linear output of amplifier number 1 with the 

coincidence pulse from the present set up* A multi-channel 

analyser used in this way would provide good statistics 

in a reasonable length of time* 

The half-width resolution for the neutrons groups was 

from 15 to 30$ which was expected on the basis of crystal 

resolution5 foil thickness and geometry* Besides better 

statistics} an improvement in resolution would require? 

1# Improved crystal and photomultiplier resolution 

2* Thinner radiator 

3* Greater seperation of neutron source and radiator 

The latter two factors mean a lower efficiency which 

must be made up by either a greater neutron flux or by a 

multi-channel analyser technique* Resolution could per¬ 

haps be improved by careful selection and preparation of 

the crystal} optical coupling} and the photomultiplier 

tube- any ultimate resolution being limited by these 

factors. 
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Data Sheet 

  gBSS&ggS&g——— , . 
Pulse Gar- Sta- 
Height ent 64 cts- 64 cfco net Inter*- tis- 

Int« nor 100 hchpd* val ties 
Xnt« Gts p'r“l02 Biff® 

Int,Gts 
Volts Counts ■• .Counts Counts. Coimts.,..Comt£t.,,J?e£^garit, 

2.5 laill poljetliclpie foil9 suplifier 1 gain ~ 8 

"16.6' " "**"1^5 ~~ "TEn- ""W 
12,5 200 3*61 # 3.0o §.99 9*7 
15*0 4oo 2*4-7 2*01 l.o 5 14*9 
17® 5 4oo 1*85 *3*8 1.47 *54 21 a 6 
20*0 600 1.5; •32 1.23 & 2h 40.. 
22* 5 600 1*32 ■ *27 1.05 .18 40. 
25*0 nno «**4$*« ’'•ft*1' 1.17 #23 .94 •.*U. 55* 
2 7*5 800 1*002 .184 .818 #122 50. 
30.0 800 *742 .146 ,596 a 222 23. 
32*5 800 .379 ,100 * 279 *317 13*1 
35.0 800 #361 *055 .306 —*027 12,5 

XC*0 mil polyetholyno foil? amplifier 1 gains 4 

3d^r~“ "~S50r* 2*03 " 

82.5 35.0 600 l*p3 *055 1.77 ,12 
46.0 800 1*46 .010 1*45 *32 26* 
45*0 coo 1.43 ®oo5 1.43 .02 375*0 
50.0 800 1.127 1.127 •30 23*5 
55*o 1000 .881 * Lnil ,246 24.0 
60.0 ooo *301 *301 «goo 8*0 
65,0 400 #051 *051 ,256 17. 
70.0 200 #015 .015 , o3u 5b* 
75 V 200 .000 *000 .015 72# 5 
80.0 200 .000 .oor .000 
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